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`The Derwent and Hope Valleys
Group of Advanced Motorists
WELCOMES YOU
As the UK‘s leading road safety charity, we are dedicated to increasing skills for
all road users, raising driving and riding standards and helping to save lives on our
roads.
Becoming part of the IAM, in whatever capacity, is a great way to enhance your
driving and riding skills in an enjoyable and educational environment. Of course,
safety is always our top concern, but it‘s a fun and exciting experience too!

Membership of our group includes:  One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your
Advanced Driving Test
 A copy of the IAM guide to advanced driving techniques ‗
 How to be a better driver'
 Advanced Test conducted by qualified IAM examiner
 Written assessment of your test performance
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving test

An open invitation to:Monthly Guidance sessions held on :Sunday mornings, at two venues
Evening in the summer months
Second opinions conducted by senior observers
Evening training sessions held indoors during the winter months.
Guest speakers include
The Highways Agency,
Crash team investigators
IAM Examiner
Group organised events, recent sessions include:Skid pan experience,
Competitive tests of driving skills
The road from the cab of a 40 ton lorry
For more information visit our websites
matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk

Facebook - Matlock IAM

Twitter - MatlockIAM

Congratulations on passing
your test

IAM MEMBERSHIP
Associate
Ian Moss M/C
Paul Wells M/C

Observer
Martin Harper
Ian Michaels

Welcome to the group
David Barrow M/C
Kay Goldney
James Mcculloch M/C

Phil Bateman M/C
Michael Hession M/C

Derek Brock receiving his
certificate from Bill who was
also his observer

Richard Merryfield (centre)
receiving his advanced
motorcycle certificate.
His observers were, Keith
Pearce, Ian Wildgoose and
Geoff Salt
(Geoff left, Ian right)

Chairman’s Ramblings
Welcome to the first newsletter of 2020 and I wish all
members and readers a happy and healthy new year.
January saw our first Matlock guidance session at the new
location of McDonald‘s, Bakewell Road, Matlock. As well as
being in a more prominent location it offers the opportunity to
sit down and have a chat over a coffee or other beverage
(very reasonably priced) either inside or outside, in the
summer. So now existing members or prospective new
associates can come along and have a chat in the warmth and
dry rather than just standing in a car park. Accordingly
guidance meetings can also afford the opportunity for a social chat if that is what you want
so do come along.
I send a warm welcome to our new associates and I have no doubt that with the guidance
of our dedicated observers it will not be too long before they attain test standard and also
find the process enjoyable and rewarding. It was good to see that we have had a new car
associate.
I congratulate those who have recently passed their advanced test and also thank their
respective observers. I was pleased to see that, after qualifying as an IMI local Bike
observer, Ian Michaels had his first associate pass.
I was sorry to hear that Jeff Sterland and Mike Micallef who have been active members of
the group for many years both as former committee members and observers have left us.
Jeff has had health issues and I wish him well as he continues on his way to recovery. I
am sure that you will all join me in thanking both Jeff and Mike for all they have done and
send best wishes for the future and hopefully we may see them at some future events.
I would like to reaffirm that obviously all past members along with family, friends etc are
always very welcome at any of our events. Additionally we are always happy to offer a
refresher drive with one of our observers at one of our guidance sessions or by
prearrangement at any other time.
Well done to David Graham who won the recent photo competition with a very professional
photo of a fluffy robin. As always it was a very enjoyable evening and thanks to all those
who took part with some excellent photographs and thanks to Bill for once again collating
and displaying the entries.
Unfortunately I missed the recent talk in January by Mark Vallis on the very important and
life-saving roll of the blood bike volunteers, which was arranged by Geoff Salt. Our
February and March meetings will both feature Ian Revill. In February Ian will be giving us
an illustrated talk on Coal mining in the East Midlands and in March he will once again be
hosting our annual quiz.
Finally do not forget the AGM on Tuesday 7 April when I hope as many members as
possible will turn up, remember this is your group so come and have your say and let us
know your thoughts on running the group.
As always I wish you safe motoring.
Kevin J Knight - Group Chairman

Winter Meetings
Coal Mining
Tues 4th Feb 7.30 at the Duke William

Ian Revill will be giving an illustrated talk, which
will last about an hour. It will give a brief history
of coal mining in the East Midlands and Ian‘s
role in it joining the NCB in 1969.
Friends, family and local IAM groups welcome
to this event.

Annual Quiz.
The March meeting at the Duke William on 3rd March at 7.30 will be the Quiz, prepared
and mastered by Ian Revill – hopefully in good health this year.
We hope to have teams from Chesterfield and other local groups as well as our own
teams.

Annual General Meeting
The AGM will be held on the 7th of April, at the Duke William at 7.30pm.
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN by order of the Group Committee, that the Annual General
Meeting of the Derwent and Hope Valleys Group of Advanced Motorists, will be held at
7.30pm on Tuesday 3rd April 2020 at theDuke William, 91 Church St., Matlock DE4 3AU,
to enable the Trustees of the Group to present their Annual Report and Accounts for the
year ended 31.12.2017, for approval by the Group Members and to conduct an election.
Bill Storey Date January 2020. Group 4191 2 Wye Bank Group 4191 Bakewell DE45 1BH
All officers and committee members retire annually and may offer themselves for reelection by group full members. Those elected become charity trustees of the group.
Nominations (to the secretary) are invited from full members to stand for the offices or the
committee. The nominee must be willing to stand for the committee and inform the
secretary of his/her ability and willingness to serve.
Please Note you may not stand for the committee if the law debars you from being a
charity trustee.

Biker Down Courses
If you were the first on the scene of an accident involving a biker,
would you know what to do? Would you know who is most at risk,
how to protect the area or whether you should remove the helmet
of a downed rider?

Several of us have been on these courses and can vouch for
them being very worthwhile, interesting and free.

A full list of courses and venues can be found on the
page before Diary Dates. P21 on digital copy.

Competition Winners.
George Smith Winner Nick Stephens

Photo Compettion Winning Entries.

The winner of this year’s photo
competition is David Graham.
‘Robin bathing’
Second was Ian Wildgoose,
‘Seabird nest building’
In third place was Geoff Salt with a
picture of Ambleside.
There were 39 entries

Blood Bikes.
Derbyshire Blood Bikes is a registered charity (1143149) providing an urgent medical
courier service to the NHS in Derbyshire.
Their aims are;




help the NHS provide more timely
treatments to local patients
save the NHS money on their
transport costs
operate a sustainable, efficient
and effective charity

Transporting lifesaving medical items
including blood and blood products,
biological samples and medication.
They also transport donated breast milk
into the NHS national milk bank, then
used to support feeding of premature or seriously ill infants. If they can carry it safely …..
they will transport it!
They currently need more volunteers for a variety of roles to add to the volunteer
motorcyclists and drivers providing a 24/7 hour service.
In 2019 they- made over 2600 journeys for our local NHS, over 60% to out-of-county
locations, saved our local NHS over £130,000 on transport costs and helped in the
treatment of thousands of patients.
Their fleet of vehicles includes two cars and nine motorcycles. Each vehicle plays a key
role in delivering our service.
The Citroen C1 and Berlingo Van allow our non-motorcycling volunteers to be part of what
they do but is also used when the weather conditions or consignments make it a more
practical option . The bikes are geared towards pharmacy service or local runs. Their four
BMW F800GT can all be configured with a low seat for shorter riders. The Honda NT700V
remains a firm favourites with several riders. Their BMW R1200RT, 1200RS and 1250RT
are great for the many long-distance runs, offering both comfort and weather protection.
The volunteers attend many events throughout the county to fund raise. The service costs
around £27,000 per year to run. Their insurance bill alone is over £6,000.
At the recent presentation by Mark Vallis, we raised £127, and we will be sending him a
cheque for his expenses, which he will donate to Blood Bikes.
I understand he has had interest shown by three people as a result, who are interested in
becoming Blood Bike riders or drivers. For further details check out their website.

Bill Storey

You Tube training videos
Bill says: ―I have recently spoken to the chairman of the Stockport
IAM Car Group. Sounds like a very sensible and enthusiastic chap.
During our chat he recommended looking at You Tube videos by
REG LOCAL. This is not his real name, but he is an IAM masters
mentor and IAM Examiner.
He has many videos on advanced driving and riding posted, and from the few I have
so far viewed, they are very good. Worth looking.‖

Spoken Thoughts.
Adapted from the old IAM Observer Training Manual p10 (8.1) with additions by this
author.
Alertness and a good flowing commentary are strong pivotal points to good driving
because together they force you to make acute observations which lead to anxious
anticipation and accurate planning.
However, do not think that you have to cram
the universe into your commentary; it is
certainly not expected at today's standards
and will generally not be appreciated.
Commentary at bullet speed is often
unintelligible and unhelpful to the listener and
the technique is now a little anachronistic.
Note: If you can, practice commentary by
taking a pocket recorder in the car with
you! Your mobile phone will probably
have its own built in voice recorder. Plan
a short 10 minute route and familiarise yourself with it so that when you play back the
recording you can cross refer your commentary to your position and the various
hazards en-route. This is a great way to analyse commentary and it gives you the
opportunity to be critical about what you included and what you missed out! Start with
a short route and gradually extend it.
Underpin your commentary with the 5 phases of the system of car control and remember;
when scanning for information start at the farthest point along the road (start with
something like; "looking in the distance I can see..." or "scanning forward there is a...").
Think of the analogy of the trawler net; i.e. throw the net out to the limit point, (“...the
farthest point along a road to which you have an uninterrupted view of the road surface”)
and trawl the information back through the mid ground, to the foreground - then the sides
and rear, analysing what you have discovered before checking your mirrors again and
throwing the net out again. Do this repeatedly throughout the drive.
Gradually, your content will increase and you can begin to filter the chaff from the actual
and potential dangers.
Do not expect information to just come to you – because a whole load of it won’t!
You have to actively prise it out from every nook and cranny by continuous
scanning.

Deal with each hazard as a ‗moving part‘ of the commentary but don‘t dwell on past
events. What‘s missed is history! Bring yourself back to the next hazard with a lead
something like; „…so, mirror check and scanning forward‟ - this is always good lead-in
which ends one chapter and succinctly begins another. Anything similar will do just as well;
for instance ‗Looking ahead…‘ or ‗Along the road I can see…‘ etc., but it‘s good to start
and end each hazard as a separate 'paragraph' rather than jumbling everything up in a
rush.
So; commentary is simply a verbal amalgam of the following 3 consecutive points: 



"What can – or can‘t - I see?"
OBSERVATION
"What might I reasonably expect to happen?" A N T I C I P A T I O N
"What might I need to do about it?"
*P L A N N I N G

Although commentary is a skill which is no longer mandatory for the IAM RoadSmart test it
really is an excellent discipline and it also forms a mandatory part of the Further Advanced
Driving (FAD) test in addition to the various levels of Observer tests which follow –
including Masters. It is also a skill that can be used by any driver as an aid to the
development of concentration, observation, anticipation and planning. The ability to use
commentary can be of great use when demonstrating the benefits of advanced driving to
others because it illuminates the driver‘s thought processes. It demonstrates the
knowledge you possess as well as your level of concentration and it highlights the
observations, including observation links, you use whilst driving.
Commentary can be introduced to a ‗non advanced‘ driver by firstly asking them to read
out all the road signs they see and then moving on to identify hazards and gradually
adding more to the commentary.
Good demonstration commentary begins before the drive with a POWDERY check and
thorough cockpit drill followed by a synopsis of the car and its features plus road and
weather conditions. For a really good demonstration this moves on to a brief description
and purpose of the system of car control and takes place before moving off.
There are two levels of commentary in demonstration drives: 1. Associate to Observer/Examiner
2. Observer to Associate (Pitched close to ‗Public demonstration‘ but at a more
explanatory level)
1. Associate to Observer/Examiner
Not too complex or indeed too comprehensive, this level will need to be developed further
over the advanced driver course duration and initially would be along the lines of:
“Scanning forward on the left I can some children at the bus stop. So; checking
mirrors; one car behind - no oncoming but junction up on the right. I need to move out
so checking mirrors again but no need to signal as could be misinterpreted as an
intention to turn right. Moving out gradually to give the following driver a clear picture
of what I‟m doing; considering a horn warning – not required as I have eye contact with
children. I‟m positioning over the centre white line to increase my safety gap so I‟m
able to maintain my speed and gear; still no horn required. Still holding position and
speed as I negotiate the hazard - checking mirror and nearside mirror before returning
to safety position in the centre of the lane and scanning forward”.
(cont. over)

2. Observer to Associate
This is a first introduction to a new Associate and „invites‟ them to join in with your
observations. It is aimed at explaining in detail, and showing in action, how advanced
driving techniques are used. It is used to ‗bring to life‘ all of the theories explained in the
classroom and to clarify to Associate Members how we wish them to employ their skills.
This level would be along the lines of:
“If you look ahead in the distance on the left you‟ll see some children at the bus stop.
Watch carefully as I make my approach and begin to deal with the hazard at an early
stage. I intend to move away from the bus stop so; see how I‟m checking my mirror
and offside mirror for other vehicles before moving out. There‟s a car behind but no
oncoming traffic and there are no dangers from other pedestrians but look up the
road; can you see a junction up there on the right? I‟ll need to build that into my
driving plan. I‟m checking my mirror and offside mirror again but notice there‟s no
need to give a signal to move out and anyway the following driver would misinterpret a
signal as an intention to turn right into that junction. Notice I‟m starting my manoeuvre
early and intending to move out gradually to give the following driver a clear picture of
what I‟m doing. I‟m considering a horn warning to gain attention – but it‟s not required
as I have eye contact with both children. Look how I‟m positioning over the centre line
to increase my safety gap. I‟m still aware of the junction up on the right but I‟m able to
maintain my speed and gear. So; you‟ll see that everything‟s considered and
sorted out before the hazard! I‟m still holding my position and speed as I negotiate
the hazard in this gear - checking my mirror and nearside mirror before making a
gradual return to the safety position in the centre of the lane and scanning forward”.
The extra time taken to deliver this longer explanation, the slower rate of delivery and the
clear invitation to the Associate to join in with the observations, means that the
commentary on this particular manoeuvre would have been started very much earlier so
that, perhaps, some other more minor hazard or piece of information may have been
deliberately left out of the commentary.
Remember; these observations build up into a Driving Plan and the explanation of each
manoeuvre should stand out clearly and not just run together with preceding or succeeding
pieces of commentary. Talk about things which unfold ahead and don‘t dwell on those
which have passed by you, what‘s missed is history!
Your job with commentary is to show that you use a systematic approach to your driving
and that you can concentrate wholly on the task in hand. So; start thinking ahead and
make the maximum use of the observation links as they unfold and present themselves to
you but prise out all the information you can get from every situation.
“…information
doesn‟t
come
to you
youparty
havenext
to prise
out
from every
nook
A couple of friends
are just
selling
tickets
for a–joint
weekitfor
Chinese
New Year
and
cranny”
.
GKB
2019
and Burns Night called Chinese-Burns Night I wasn't keen but they twisted my arm �
Just wondering if anyone had seen the film ―tractor‖?
I saw the trailer yesterday �
The police are recruiting and are an equal opportunity employer - it‘s all very PC �
I‘m not sure if I have told you all but I started my puncture repair business from a small
flat

New Technology for 2020
Wireless electric car chargers
Owners of electric vehicles will be able to charge their cars wirelessly by the spring Trials
of cutting-edge induction pads will take place on residential streets, car parks and taxi
ranks across Greater London, the Midlands and Scotland.
The pads, which are sunk into the ground,
pump out an alternating electromagnetic field
which can be converted into electricity when a
vehicle is parked on top.Wireless car charging
from 2020: Connected Kerb will install these
wireless charging pads in residential streets,
car parks and taxi ranks across London, the
Midland and Scotland next year
The technology removes the need for
unsightly charging points and cumbersome cables running down the street.
Many existing electric vehicles can be retro-fitted with the technology to enable them to
use the wireless chargers, while many models coming out in the coming months will
already have the capability built in.
Inventors at British firm Connected Kerb said the wireless induction kit puts Britain at the
forefront of electric vehicle charging.
Local authorities are under pressure to install charging points, but the infrastructure has
not kept up with demand for electric vehicles.
There are already concerns regarding the shortage of kerb-side plug in points for lowemission cars.
Those that have been installed are vulnerable to vandalism and damage, and residents
complain they clutter streets.
Other solutions already being used include lamppost charge points converting existing
street lights into plug-in locations and devices that rise out of the ground when an
electric car owner needs to boost their vehicle's batteries on demand.
This new development will be the first wireless charging pad available to private UK car
owners.
Connected Kerb, with its partner, Munich-based Magment, expect to begin trialling the
chargers in the UK within the next two months, with international deployment from mid2020.
Connected Kerb chief executive Chris Pateman-Jones said: 'Vehicle manufacturers are
increasingly including induction charging technology in their new models but at present
there are only a handful of induction-enabled electric vehicle charge points.
'We aim to change that.' He added: 'Induction charging will become the norm over the
coming few years, and for good reason: It's comparable in performance to traditional
charging, however, it's more convenient and even more simple.

'Also, induction opens up electric vehicles for disabled people, who are currently excluded
from EVs by trailing cables and accessibility.
'Longer term, induction charging will be the path to electrification of all parking bays without
the street furniture and cable clutter that dominates EV charge point technology today.'

Air Polution.
The poor quality of the air we breathe has become a huge issue for many pockets of
Britain in recent years.
Cities such as London and Bristol are already planning to ban diesel cars from some roads
to cull the emissions in built-up areas.
But there might be another solution that doesn't require the introduction of low emission
zones, rush-hour vehicle restrictions and car bans.
Revolutionary filters developed in Britain can be installed along the middle of the road like
cats eyes - and claim to capture around 30 per cent of dangerous pollutants and recycle
them into 99 per cent clean air at the
roadside.
Tackling vehicle emissions: A revolutionary
new system features cats eyes in the road
that can suck up 30% of harmful pollution
produced by cars and recycle it into clean air
The new system has been designed and
created by tech entrepreneur and founder of
Pollution Solution, Thomas Delgado and are
set to be trialled for the first time in the
capital.
He claims they have the potential to save thousands of lives every year.
Estimates state around 40,000 people die prematurely from pollution-related illnesses in
the UK.
Recent studies have claimed that dirty air caused around 64,000 deaths in the UK in 2015,
including 17,000 fatal cases of heart and artery disease.
Another 29,000 British deaths are also believed to be linked to the filthy air we breathe,
causing issues including cancer, diabetes and chronic lung disease.
Air pollution is also believed to cost the NHS £20billion each year as the health system
battles against the increasing issue.
Delgado says his invention would reduce all these figures by recycling the dirty air
produced by cars into almost pure oxygen.
The pod heads in the road suck up the pollution, transport it underground via pipes to a
roadside air station that filters it so it can be released as 99% clean air
The installations are pricey but take just a day to install, according to the creator, Thomas
Delgado

To fit the system, a small channel is cut into the middle of the road and air duct pipes are
laid and connected to the cats eyes - or 'pod heads' - which sit partially submerged in the
road to prevent water flowing into them.
The pipework is then connected underground to an air station which in located on the side
of the road and is roughly the size of a large bin or phone box.
The air station is then connected to power and the system is ready to operate.
The creators claim an entire system can be installed in under 24 hours. Once operational,
the system works by pulling in vast amounts of air whilst vehicles sit idle (or are in slow
traffic) above.
The filthy air emitted from exhausts pipes enters the pod head and travels through the
pipework and into the air station.
And it's not just exhaust emissions that the systems can reduce.
The filters can capture brake dust particles as well as nitrogen oxides and particulate
matter generated by engines.
The polluted air passes through a series of scrubbers and filters within the unit and then
leaves as '99 per cent' clean air.

Fuel made from orange peels, waste straw and... fatbergs
The fuel you pump into your car could soon be made of waste items including discarded
fruits, congealed masses from the nation's sewers and leftovers that farm animals don't
eat.
That's because world-leading UK-based firms developing green fuels from waste items
have received new government funding this week in a bid to reduce emissions.
Minsters expect low-carbon fuels to save nearly 85million tonnes of CO2 between 2018
and 2032 - the equivalent of removing
around 18million cars from the road
today.
Green fuel funding: Four UK firms
developing eco fuels from waste items
have received new financial backing
from the government this week
Among the unusual items between
converted into green fuels are
discarded orange peels and other
household rubbish, fatbergs that block
sewage systems, unused straw from
farmland and old wood.
Four UK companies specialising in
repurposing such components as fuels have received backing from the Government as
Britain continues to push ahead with its plans to cut vehicle emissions with an eye on the
nation becoming carbon neutral by 2050.
Grant Shapps, transport secretary, said: 'Whether you're commuting to work or travelling
on a family getaway, we want that journey to be as green and environmentally friendly as
possible. 'This funding will help encourage innovative technology using today's waste to
power tomorrow's green transport revolution, helping us reach a cleaner and greener
future.'

Winter brings difficult driving conditions,
So this is a good time to remind everyone to drive safely when the temperature drops
below zero. This year temperatures seem to be higher than average, but don‘t be fooled
into thinking there are no ice hazards, just because there is no snow!!
Here is some advice from IAM RoadSmart‘s head of driving and riding standards, Richard
Gladman, to help drivers cope with road surfaces covered in frost, ice or snow.
The Met Office will usually issue a weather warning when freezing conditions are
expected, and it‘s important to take extra care when travelling in this season.
1. If the weather conditions are severe in your area, you should note police advice and
avoid travelling. However, in exceptional circumstances if you must go out then drive with
extra caution on icy roads.
2. Triple your stopping distance and approach every junction expecting to stop well before
the stop or give way line. It can take up to 10 times as long to stop in icy conditions
according to advice from the Highway Code. Every steering, acceleration or braking input
should be as smooth and gentle as possible, select second gear when you pull away in icy
conditions as it will create less torque and prevent wheels spinning.
3. Salt will often make the windscreen, headlights, number plate and the rear of your car
very dirty. Cars without headlamp washers for example, will lose an estimated 40% of
power and possibly all their focus in about 20 miles on a damp, gritted motorway. When
travelling long distances you stop regularly at service stations to clean your windscreen
and headlights with a clean cloth. Or keep a filled bottle of water in the boot to give your
lights, windows and mirrors a quick clean. Top up your washer fluid regularly during the
winter.
4. Never ignore any warning light that appears on your dashboard. If one appears get it
checked out as soon as possible. Being stuck on the side of the road is annoying but
breaking down in freezing conditions is a risk.
5. Always carry a winter
driving kit including the
following:










Ice scraper
De-icer
Blanket
Torch
Shovel
Something to eat and drink
A fully charged mobile phone
A reflective triangle
High visibility jacket

6. When driving on a busy road avoid overtaking a gritting lorry as the road ahead may not
be treated yet. If you have any doubt, don‘t risk it. And never overtake a snow plough in
heavy snow conditions.

7. While roads may be gritted to give you better traction, some areas may not be
completely treated which can leave icy patches. Drive at a steady pace, with your safety
and that of your passengers in mind. On roads you use regularly, watch out for water
running across the carriageway as this can wash away salt.
8. Keep your car clean throughout the winter as the salt in grit can cause corrosion to any
exposed parts.
9. Wash and rinse alloy wheels too; the smallest scratch can quickly cause corrosion.
10. Just because the winter sun is out don‘t assume the roads might not be icy. Microclimates of icy patches will linger in areas such as bridges and exposed sections, where
the sun has not yet reached.
11. Ensure your tyres have at least 2mm of tread, ideally 3mm. The more tread tyres have,
the more water they can cope with. Don‘t let tyres wear down to the legal limit of 1.6mm.
Consider winter tyres if you think they might help. The following link will give good safety
tips: https://www.tyresafe.org/tyre-safety/
Richard said: ―Preparation is the key to avoiding a dangerous situation whilst driving in
snowy or icy conditions. Don‘t rely on the performance of your car systems to get you out
of trouble – allow time, make sure you have good visibility all round and carry the right
equipment. If conditions are extreme remember the best advice is not to travel.‖

Driver reveals 'genius' hack for de-icing the
windscreen using nothing but a plastic bag and warm
water
A driver has revealed a clever way of de-icing a car windscreen - and it involves nothing
more than a plastic bag and warm water.
Posting under the handle 'Barbe Noir', a man from the UK posted a TikTok clip
to Twitter which shows someone filling a re-sealable plastic bag with hot tap water, before
using it to wipe away the melted ice.
And he isn't the first to take to social media in recent days to share their handy hacks for
conquering the chilly weather conditions.
Angela Hickling, from Nottingham, shared a photo and video of her unique method to
Facebook, alongside the caption: 'I'm a genius, get yourself one of these bottles, fill it with
warm water and you're sorted.'
'No cold hands scraping anymore and it cleans your windscreen too - the brush bit is
ideal.'
The TikTok clip sparked a debate after being shared on Twitter. The much-watched video
shows someone using a bag filled with hot water on their frozen windscreen
And many motorists took to the comments section to share their appreciation of the post with many branding the idea 'genius' and 'amazing.'
'I've got these bottles. It'll be great for the morning,' penned one, while a second wrote: 'I
did this this morning for the first time. It was great!'
A third added: 'We do this and it works in seconds,' while a fourth commented: 'It's so
good, isn't it?'

How to react to emergency vehicles on the road
If the emergency services need to get past your car to reach the scene of an
accident, you need to be prepared to act quickly and sensibly.
It is not uncommon to be driving along when you‘re faced with the sight or sound of an emergency
vehicle behind you or coming towards you - blue lights pulsing, siren screaming.
So what do you do?
The Highway Code indicates that you should
look and listen for ambulances, fire engines,
police cars and any other emergency vehicles,
whenever you‘re on the road.
However, issues can arise, because it‘s not
always clear how to provide the best
assistance.
As a result, you can unwittingly put yourself in
danger, break the law or risk damage to your car while trying to make a clear path for when an
emergency vehicle has its blues and twos on.
Here‘s how you can sensibly and legally help an emergency vehicle reach its destination quickly
and safely.

Give the vehicle a wide berth
If you see an emergency vehicle has stopped, slow down and make sure you give it a wide berth
as you pass. Watch out for people rushing about nearby in a panic.

Be prepared to pull over
If there is an emergency vehicle behind you, be prepared to pull over and stop where it is safe to
do so – look for where you can let it pass through safely. Avoid blocking junctions or stopping in
the middle of the road – indicate to let other road users and the emergency driver know what you
are doing.

Avoid stopping on kerbs
When pulling over, avoid stopping on kerbs, pavements, bends and verges as they can hide
potential hazards from the emergency driver and put pedestrians using the pavement at risk.

Look for space to move aside
If you hear the sound of emergency sirens but can‘t see where the vehicle is, work out where there
is space to move aside if it does come your way.

Check your mirrors
There may be more than one emergency vehicle approaching, so don‘t forget to check your
mirrors and blind spot before merging back in with traffic.

Don't panic
If you are travelling on a one-way street or you are unable to pull over because of congestion,
continue driving – don‘t slow down and make it squeeze past. Don‘t panic and rush either. Allow
the emergency vehicle to overtake you only when there is enough space and when it is safe to do
so.

Don't break the law
Never speed up and outrun an emergency
vehicle. If you go through a red light or into a
bus lane to make way for an emergency
vehicle you are still breaking the law.

Avoid blocking the hard
shoulder
When travelling on the motorway, police, fire,
and ambulance drivers may use the hard
shoulder. Avoid blocking it to allow them to
pass quickly and easily if they need to.
It is also worth remembering that the blue lights may be a signal for you to pull over and stop. But,
above all, drivers of emergency vehicles are highly trained professionals. So bear in mind that they
are used to dealing with awkward situations and are allowed to use bus lanes and go through red
traffic lights.

Stay unflustered
Don‘t panic in front of them – stay unflustered and move out of the way so they can get past. Look
at their indicators if you are near a junction – the emergency driver will try to let you know where
they need to go.
In following all the above, you may have helped in your own small way to save a life. After all,
precious time lost could have a vital impact on someone‘s chances of survival.

Badger’s 70th Run and IAM
PART 1
In August this year, on my
70th Birthday, someone said,
―Do whatever you want‖!
Now if I were 25‘sh year
younger my choice would
have been different! But
decided a run out on the first
bike I ever built from scratch,
my 1956 650cc Triton.
I thought 70 mile‘sh on my
70th!! So, my ride from
Bakewell took in 13 Bends,
Ladybower, Snake pass,
Glossop, Chapel en le Frith,
Whaley Bridge, Long Hill,
Buxton, Cat and Fiddle,
Macclesfield, Congleton,
Buxton, Leek, Royal Cottage (Mermaid) Blackshaw Moor, Warslow, Hartington,
Newhaven, Pikehall, Birchover, Rowsley, Chatsworth, Pilsley and home.
An incident free 70‘sh mile on a clear, warm dry day ... FAB!!
If I drank any more I‘d have opened a bottle of champers but orange and soda was fizzy
enough and fine.
NOW, I hear you say – That‘s all well and good, and maybe I‘ll try that ride sometime BUT
what‘s this got to do with Derwent and Hope Valleys IAM Group?? Well, I‘m a lifelong bike
enthusiast and I‘ve been an ―Associate‖ member of our Group for 11+ years, received a
good amount of ―guidance‖ predominantly from Mayor Bill but other Observers as well.
Thank you all.
My main ―road‖ bike then was a Hinckley Trident and later a Sprint ST but occasionally I‘d
come to weekend guidance or runs on one of my old ―classics‖ – mainly my Triton
(nicknamed Norty!).
In those days it was not as well as it is today and ―breathed/leaked‖ oil quite a bit!
Observers were rumoured to discuss who would follow me as winter approached to get a
good film of bike oil mist protection against salt and winter!!
I joined in a number of weekend ride outs on a variety of bikes with our Group to
interesting places and indeed continental holiday riding on a number of occasions,
predominantly with Mayor Bill and his biker colleagues - so under ―constant‖ observing
even on Holiday!!.
Anyway, for some, or perhaps a number reasons I lost practical touch with the guys over
the past five or so years but believed I was mostly riding how I‘d been taught, whilst still
retaining Group membership

During My 70th and Norty run I thought, before the ageing process slows everything down it
would be a good idea to have riding ―Health check‖ so I could have best chance of riding
on as long as possible.
SO, I contacted Bill, and if you‘re interested in the outcome, follow this tale in Part 2 to be
continued…..
In the meantime for those ―Techy‘s‖ amongst us;
This bike was shown in a September 2015 edition of Triton Owners Club ―Featherbed‖
magazine when I joined some years ago. Tank sign written ―NorTri‖ (to be different) in
memory of my late friend Bob who designed it. Affectionately known as ―Norty‖. Vincent
straight bars, (for my comfort)! 1956 Wideline with 1956 T110 Untuned engine with
decompression plate and valve inserts suitable for Unleaded. She runs best on 97+
Octane and for reliability and slow running a Single Amal concentric feeds engine.
Standard Magneto ignition and No battery. Recently moved from filament to LED bulbs so
now you can see lights are ON and horn works again!!
Starts well, runs well and stops well for its age. Better than owner anyway!
Hope of Interest and Safe Riding

Derek

N.B. I‘ll put together Badger & IAM Part 2 for a subsequent edition for anyone who wants
to read it!!

Beware of Scam sites purporting to be official
Need to renew a driving licence, get your NI number or an EHIC? Don't fall for
copycat con artists paying Google to trick you
For frazzled families up and down the country, the fastest
way to renew a driving licence or apply for travel
documents is usually to go online.
But in an effort to tick tasks off their to-do lists quickly,
many are falling victim to unscrupulous copycat websites.
The tricksters set up their sites to look like official
Government pages and charge inflated sums for services
that should otherwise be free — or far cheaper.
Sham sites: Official-looking copycat sites are charging for services that should be free - or
far cheaper. They pay to come top of searches like 'apply for national insurance number'.
They then pay Google to appear at the top of searches such as 'apply for national
insurance number' — and above Government websites.
It means anyone in a rush or new to the internet can easily mistake the firms for official
sites and end up paying hefty fees unnecessarily.

It is illegal to mimic a Government website, but many firms stay just the right side of the
law by using similar branding and web addresses while carrying disclaimers stating they
are not affiliated to official departments.
There are several websites charging hefty fees to process applications for National
Insurance numbers, which can be done for free via gov.uk.
The cost of replacing a driving licence is £20 via
the DVLA, but dvlalicenceapply.co.uk charges
£77.60. It also charges £91.60 to apply for a
provisional licence, which costs £34 via the DVLA
Last year, National Trading Standards secured
convictions against six defendants for mimicking
official websites and manipulating search engine
results to appear more genuine.
They were sentenced to a total of more than 35 years in jail after defrauding UK
consumers out of more than £37 million.
A spokesman for National Trading Standards says: 'The people behind so-called 'copycat'
websites cynically manipulate the way consumers use the internet, misleading users into
thinking that they are ordering from an official Government service.
'Since successful legal action and the removal of hundreds of illegal sites, the number of
consumer complaints about copycat websites has drastically reduced.
'But the threat still remains. It's important for consumers to be vigilant and avoid
complacency or rushing when purchasing goods or services online.
A spokesman for the Advertising Standards Authority says: 'Copycat websites that mislead
consumers are a real concern.
We can take action where there is problem advertising for these misleading services, and
some of our work has resulted in the conviction of those involved. We have subsequently
seen far fewer problem websites, but would continue to encourage anyone with concerns
to submit a complaint to us.'
Google says they have now taken steps to stop these sites appearing at the top of
searches. A spokesman says: 'Because we want the ads people see on Google to be
useful and relevant, we have policies that prevent ads for paid products or services that
are available from a government or public source for free or at a lower price, unless they
offer a clear added value.
'New copycat sites can pop up at any time, which is why it's so important for people to
report any suspicious or copycat websites to the authorities.'

Biker Down Courses.
We are pleased to announce the dates for next year‘s Biker Down Courses:
Friday 3rd April 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 Joint Training Centre, Coach Road,
Ripley, Derby, DE5 3QU.
Friday 15th May 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 Ascot Drive Fire Station, Ascot Drive, Derby,
DE24 8GZ.
Friday 29th May 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Buxton
Fire Station, Staden Lane, Buxton, Derbyshire,
SK17 9RZ.
Friday 12th June 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 Swadlincote Fire Station, Civic Way, Swadlincote, DE11 0AE.
Friday 26th June 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Glossop Fire Station, Whitfield Park Glossop
Derbyshire SK13 8LG.
Friday 10th July 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Matlock Fire Station, Chesterfield Rd, Matlock DE4
3DQ.
Friday 7th August 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Joint Training Centre, Coach Road, Ripley, Derby,
DE5 3QU.
Thursday 24th September 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Chesterfield Fire Station, Spire Walk
Business Park, Braidwood Way, S40 2WH.
Friday 2nd October 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Matlock Fire Station, Chesterfield Rd, Matlock
DE4 3DQ.
Friday 16th October 2020, 18:00 - 21:00 - Glossop Fire Station, Whitfield Park Glossop
Derbyshire SK13 8LG.

If you would like to book onto one of our Biker down courses please email
bikerdown@Derbys-fire.gov.uk identifying which course you would like to attend, along
with your full name and contact details.
PLEASE NOTE, WE WILL ONLY BE TAKING BOOKINGS VIA EMAIL.
Several of us have been on these courses and can vouch for them being very worthwhile,
interesting and free.
Bill
From Bill Storey, Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)Group. IAM Roadsmart.

DIARY DATES
Tues
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Sun
Tues
Sun
Sun
Mon
Sun
Sun

4th
9th
16th
3rd
8th
15th
5th
7th
12th
19th
4th
10th
17th

Feb
Feb
Feb
Mar
Mar
Mar
April
April
April
April
May
May
May

Duke William 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
McDonalds Matlock 10am
Duke William 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
McDonalds Matlock 10am
Easter Egg Charity Ride
Duke William 7.30pm
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
McDonalds Matlock 10am
Bank Holiday
Eyre Arms Calver 10.0am
McDonalds Matlock 10am

Coal Mining
Guidance
Guidance
Quiz
Guidance
Guidance
Nottingham Forest.
AGM
Guidance
Guidance
No Meeting
Guidance
Guidance

Last date for copy for the April/May Newsletter is March 7th for articles,
March14th for tests, new members etc.
Articles, letters, clippings etc. for inclusion to Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson St.
Mansfield NG18 5PN 01623 644047
katefroggatt@talktalk.net

A 625

Eyre Arms
Calver S32 3XH

Stoney
Middleton

A 621

A 623
B 6001

A 619

Baslow

A6

A 619
Bakewell

To Chesterfield

Chatsworth

B 6012

Rowsley
B 5057

A 632
Kelstedge

A6
Darley
Dale

Sainsburys Island
Matlock Crown Sq
To Matlock Bath
A6

McDonald’s
Matlock DE4 3AU
Duke William
Matlock DE4 3BZ

Meeting Venues
Outdoor Guidance
Eyre Arms Calver. S32 3XH Car park
Second Sunday in month10.00am
McDonald‘s 43 Bakewell Road Matlock DE4 3AU car park - area to the right
Third Sunday in month 10.00am

Indoor
(Winter Programme October-April Summer Programme May-Sept)
Duke William. 91 Church Street Matlock DE4 3BZ
First Tues in month 7.30pm
See Diary dates for details or our web site
https://matlock-iamroadsmart.org.uk/
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David Graham. Keith Seaton.
Ian Revill
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Kate Froggatt 4, Tennyson Street, Mansfield, Notts. NG18 5PN
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Data Protection Act.
Details which members have supplied to the Group are held on a database for
the club‘s own use. If you object to your details being held in this way, please
inform the Secretary, in writing.
The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of contributors and do not necessarily
constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, or the Matlock (Derwent and Hope Valleys)
Group of Advanced Motorists.
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